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(1) $\zeta(\frac{1}{2}+it)=O(t^{\epsilon})$ , for $|t|\geq 2,$
$O$ $f(x)$
$g(x)$ $C$ $|f(x)|\leq Cg(x)$ $x$
$f(x)=O(g(x))$ $f(x)\ll g(x)$
$f(x)=O(g(x))$ (1) $O$- $\epsilon$
$\epsilon$
(1) $k\in N$















$\int_{0}^{T}|\zeta(\frac{1}{2}+it)|^{2}dt=T\log T+(2\gamma-1-\log 2\pi)T+O(T^{1/2+\epsilon})$ as $Tarrow\infty,$
( $\gamma$ Euler ) $O$
$E(T)$ $E(T)$
$E(T)=$ $o(\tau^{1/3+\epsilon})$ R. Balasubramanian (1978)
$E(T)=$ $o(\tau^{139/429+\epsilon})$ J. L. Hafner & A. Ivi\v{c}(1989)





















2. ON $ATKINSON’ S$ FORMULA FOR $E(T)$ AND ITS APPLICATION
1949 F.V. Atkinson :
F.V. Atkinson [1] (1949)
$E(T) = ( \frac{2T}{\pi})^{1/4}\sum_{n\leq X}(-1)^{n}\frac{d(n)}{n^{3/4}}e(T, n)\cos(f(T, n))$
$-2 \sum \frac{d(n)}{n^{1/2}}(\log\frac{T}{2\pi n})^{-1}\cos(g(T, n))+O(\log^{2}T)$,
$n\leq l(T,X)$
under the condition $T\ll X\ll T$ , where
$e(T, u)$ $=$ $(1+ \frac{\pi u}{2T})^{-1/4}(\sqrt{\frac{2T}{\pi u}}$ar $\sinh\sqrt{\frac{\pi u}{2T}})^{-1}$
$f(T, u) = 2Tar\sinh\sqrt{\frac{\pi u}{2T}}+\sqrt{2\pi uT+\pi^{2}u^{2}}-\pi/4,$
$g(T, u) = T \log\frac{T}{2\pi u}-T+2\pi u+\frac{\pi}{4},$
$l(T, u) = \frac{T}{2\pi}+\frac{u}{2}-\sqrt{\frac{u^{2}}{4}+\frac{uT}{2\pi}}.$
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Remark 1. $\Omega$ $f(x)$ $g(x)$
$f(x)=\Omega_{+}(g(x))(xarrow\infty)$ $c$ $narrow\infty$
$x_{n}arrow\infty$ $\{x_{n}\}_{n=1}^{\infty}$ $f(x_{n})>cg(x_{n})$ $n$
$f(x)=\Omega_{-}(g(x))(xarrow\infty)$













J. L. Hather &A. Ivi\v{c}
:
J. L. Hafner & A. Ivi\v{c} [2] (1989)
(2) $\int_{2}^{T}E(t)dt$ $=$ $\pi T+\frac{1}{2}(\frac{2T}{\pi})\sum_{n=1}^{3/4\infty}(-1)^{n}\frac{d(n)}{n^{5/4}}$sin $(2 \sqrt{2\pi nT}-\frac{\pi}{4})$
$+O(T^{2/3}\log T)$ ,
$E(T)$ $=$ $\Omega_{+}((T\log T)^{1/4}(\log\log T)^{(3+\log 4)/4}\exp(-c_{1}\sqrt{\log\log\log T}))$ ,
$E(T)$ $=$ $\Omega_{-}(T^{1/4}\exp(c_{2}\frac{(\log\log T)^{1/4}}{(\log\log\log T)^{3/4}}))$ ,
$E(T)$ $=$ $o(T^{139/429}(\log T)^{1467/429})$ ,
where $c_{1},$ $c_{2}$ are some positive constants.




















3. THE SKETCH OF PROOF OF $ATKINSON’ S$ FORMULA FOR $E(T)$ .
(5) $\int_{0}^{T}|\zeta(\frac{1}{2}+it)|^{2}dt=-i\int_{1/2+i0}^{1/2+iT}\zeta(u)\zeta(1-u)du$
$\zeta(u)\zeta(1-u)$
$\Re u>1,$ $\Re v>1$
:
$\zeta(u)\zeta(v) = (\sum_{m=n}+\sum_{m<n}+\sum_{m>n})\frac{1}{m^{u}}\frac{1}{n^{v}}$
(6) $= \zeta(u+v)+\zeta_{2}(u, v)+\zeta_{2}(v, u)$ .
Euler - Zagier $\zeta_{2}($ .. . $)$
Remark 2. $\zeta(s)$
$|\zeta(s)|^{2k}$



































4. ON DIRICHLET $L$ FUNCTION
$L$ $L(s, \chi)$





$L(s, \chi)$ $0\leq\sigma\leq 1$
$\sigma=1/2$
$mod q$ :
$\int_{0}^{T}\sum_{\chi mod q}|L(\frac{1}{2}+it, \chi)|^{2}dt.$
$\Sigma$
$E(T, q)$ 1986














(8) $\int_{0}^{T}|L(\frac{1}{2}+it, \chi)|^{2}dt=\frac{1}{2}\int_{-T}^{T}|L(\frac{1}{2}+it, \chi)|^{2}dt$
$\int_{0}^{T}|L(\frac{1}{2}+it, \chi)|^{2}dt = -il_{/2+i0}^{1/2+iT_{L(u,\chi)L(1-u,\overline{\chi})du}}$















& $Ivi\acute{c}$ $\int_{2}^{T}E(t)dt$ (2)
Hafner


















$=$ Main term $+E(T, \chi_{j})-(Main term +E(T, \chi_{k}))$
$= E(T, \chi_{j})-E(T, \chi_{k})$ .
$E(T, \chi)=O(T^{\alpha+\epsilon})$
$\alpha$ best possible 1/4 (
$E(T, \chi)$
)





H. Ishikawa [5] (2006)
Assume that $\chi_{j}$ and $\chi_{k}$ are primitive characters $mod q$ and $\chi_{j}\neq\chi_{k}$ . Then
$\int_{2}^{T}\Lambda(t)^{2}dt=CT^{3/2}+$ error,
where $C$ is a certain constant $\neq 0$ . Clearly $\Lambda(T)=\Omega(\tau^{1/4})$ from the result.












$E(\tau_{xj})-E(T, \chi_{k})$ $\Omega_{\pm}(\ldots)$ $E(\tau_{xj})$
$E(T, \chi_{k})$
:
H. Ishikawa [6] (2007)
Assume that $\chi_{j}$ and $\chi_{k}$ are primitive characters $mod q$ and $\chi_{j}\neq\chi_{k}$ . Then
there exist $T_{0},$ $c_{1},$ $c_{2}$ such that, for each $T>T_{0}$ there exist $t_{1},$ $t_{2}\in[T, T+c_{2}\sqrt{T}]$
satisfying $\Lambda(t_{1})>c_{1}t_{1}^{1/4}$ and $\Lambda(t_{2})<-c_{1}t_{2}^{1/4}$
$E(T)$




$E(t, \chi j)-E(t, \chi_{k})$
Heath-Brown & $K$ ,Tsang
$\Lambda(t)$ $E(t, \chi_{j})-E(t, \chi_{k})$
$E(T)$ $d(n)$
$0$ $n=1$





$\Lambda(T)=\int_{0}^{T}|L(\frac{1}{2}+it, xj)|^{2}dt-\int_{-T}^{0}|L(\frac{1}{2}+it, \chi j)|^{2}dt$










$=2 \frac{\phi(q)}{q}T\log T+O_{q}(T\log^{3/4}T) (xj\neq\chi_{k})$ ,
$\phi(q)$ $(L$







5. ON RECENT RESULTS
$a(m)\in \mathbb{C}$ $a(m)=O(m^{\epsilon})$ for any $\epsilon>0$
$A(s)= \sum_{m\leq M}a(m)m^{-s} (M\geq 1)$
$\int_{0}^{T}|\zeta(\frac{1}{2}+\dot{\iota}t)A(\frac{1}{2}+it)|^{2}dt= M(T, A)+E(T, A)$ ,
$M(T, A)= \sum_{k\leq M}\sum_{t\leq M}\frac{a(k)\overline{a(l)}}{[k,l]}(\log\frac{(k,l)^{2}T}{2\pi kl}+2\gamma-1)T,$
$(k, l)$ $k$ $l$ $[k, l]=kl/(k, l)$ $\overline{a(l)}$ $a(l)$
$\gamma$ Euler $E(T, A)$





H. Ishikawa&K. Matsumoto [8] (2011)
$E(T, A)$
:





$C_{M}= \frac{1}{M^{3/2}}\sum_{k,l\leq M}\frac{|\alpha(k,l)|}{[k,l]}(\kappa\lambda)^{3/4}\cos(2\pi\frac{1}{\delta_{0}}\kappa\overline{\kappa}+\arg\alpha(k, l))$ ,
$\kappa\lambda=\delta_{0}$






Assume $\sqrt{C_{M}^{2}+C_{M}^{2}\prime}\neq 0$ . Then there exist $T_{0},$ $c_{1},$ $c_{2}$ such that, for each $T>T_{0}$
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